The DNA of a Myriadian

DNA. It conserves traits across generations. At Myriad, we view our core values and culture as our collective DNA. It guides the development of our organization as we continue to grow. And we remain committed to preserving it against the ravages of time and environmental forces!

“Passion for Patients”
At Myriad, above all else, we know that we transform the lives of our patients worldwide. We bring hope and clarity to our patients by answering their most pressing questions, and our EVERY action is guided by this responsibility.

“Pioneering Spirit”
We invented the “research-based” + “education-centric” molecular diagnostic business model. Difficult questions require innovative science and we are resolutely committed to expanding the boundaries of science on behalf of our patients. We embrace the challenges of revolutionizing the practice of medicine and relish the opportunity to accomplish what may seem to be impossible.

“Trusted Advisors”
Earned through a relentless pursuit of perfection and professional integrity, our patients and providers trust us as partners. Our customers know that when a report bears the Myriad name – IT IS RIGHT! We seek to provide clarity and confidence by translating our complex science into valuable information that is clear and approachable. And, when we make claims about our products, they are justified by unassailable scientific underpinnings.

“A United Team”
We have a common sense of purpose born out of the utmost respect for each other and a singular OUTWARD focus on patient care. We care about one another’s personal and professional success. We achieve excellence by leveraging our strengths and allowing individuals to flourish by acting as “coaches” and not “bosses.” As a meritocracy, we believe in rewarding people based upon RESULTS and not activity. We respect that time away from work is crucial to our overall well-being. We understand, like all organizations, we have limited resources and choose to use those resources to benefit patients – rather than on extravagance and frivolity. EVERYONE plays an equally vital role at Myriad, and we seek to avoid the bureaucracy too often found in large, hierarchal companies.

We are truly proud to call ourselves Myriadians!